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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true (assuming data is loaded to a BSO database and to the members noted below)? 

A. If you delete a sparse shared member, the outline file shrinks. 

B. If you delete a sparse shared member, the page file shrinks. 

C. If you delete a sparse stored member, the index file shrinks. 

D. If you delete a sparse stored member, the block density shrinks. 

E. If you delete a dense shared member, the block size shrinks. 

F. If you delete a dense stored member, the number of blocks shrinks 

Correct Answer: AC 

C: If a member of a sparse dimension is moved, deleted, or added, Essbase restructures the index and creates new
index files. Restructuring the index is relatively fast; the time required depends on the index size. 

Sparse restructures are typically fast, but depend on the size of the index file(s). Sparse restructures are faster than
dense restructures. 

 

QUESTION 2

Moving a stored entity member in a sparse dimension causes_________. 

A. a Full restructure 

B. an Index restructure 

C. an Outline restructure 

D. No restructure 

Correct Answer: B 

If a member of a sparse dimension is moved, deleted, or added, Essbase restructures the index and creates new index
files. Restructuring the index is relatively fast; the time required depends on the index size. 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to tune a block storage option database for calculations on a 32bit Essbase server. Identify the two starting
point tuning steps that you might take (assuming no direct I/O). 

A. Set Index Cache the size of the index file 

B. Set Data Cache to the size of 0.125 * pag file 

C. Set Data File Cache to the size of .025 * data file 
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D. Reset sparse and dense dimensions to achieve a block size greater than 100KB 

Correct Answer: AB 

Here are the best practices to tune a BSO database: 

-ACR (Average clustering Rate) should be as close to 1 as possible, launch a dense restructure to de- fragment the
database 

-Block Size should be between 10 and 100KB (can be more on 64 bit systems) 

-Data cache should be 12.5% of the pag files (B) 

-Index cache should be the same size as the ind files (A) 

-1 Database per Application 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the following information, how many potential blocks? 

A. 100 

B. 70 

C. 560 

D. 350 

E. 400 

F. 50 

Correct Answer: F 

Potential number of blocks: Indicates the maximum possible number of blocks that can exist for the database. The
number is derived by multiplying the number of stored members in each sparse dimension. 

In this scenario we get: 10 x 5 = 50 

 

QUESTION 5

Which four are the directories used for aggregate storage databases? 
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A. Default 

B. Log 

C. Metadata 

D. Data 

E. Bin 

F. Temp 

Correct Answer: ABCF 

ASO (Aggregate storage option): 

*

 Directory structure differs in both content and purpose from BSO 

*

 Tablespaces are utilized to store data and metadata ** Default stores numeric data (.dat file) ** Log records database
activity ** Metadata stores metadata information about the objects in the database ** Temp temporary working space for
the Essbase kernel 
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